Model Local Law for Flood Damage Prevention
Optional Additional Language
General Comments.
The Model Local Law for Flood Damage Prevention contains language that complies with the
floodplain management requirements of the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) contained
in federal regulations 44 CFR 60.3 through 44 CFR 60.6. These requirements are minimum
requirements for participation in the NFIP. The Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) has calculated that buildings built to these standards suffer 70% less flood related
damage than unprotected buildings. However, they can still suffer damage, so higher protection
levels are warranted in most instances. For example, floods can be higher than the base flood
elevation for various reasons, including larger storms, downstream obstructions, increased
watershed development and floodplain filling. Setting higher standards protects against these
risks.
Many of the following techniques result in lower flood insurance premiums either directly or
through the Community Rating System (CRS). The CRS is a FEMA program that provides
discounts for communities that take measures that are beyond the minimum requirements of the
NFIP. CRS certification requires a community to accumulate at least 500 points. Flood
insurance policies within communities with over 500 CRS points receive a five percent discount
on each individual insurance premium. Flood insurance policies within flood hazard areas in
CRS communities receive an additional five percent discount for each additional 500 points.
Contact NYS DEC or visit the CRS Resource Center at http://training.fema.gov/emiweb/crs/ for
more information about the Community Rating System.
The following pages contain ideas for options to decrease your community’s flood risk. These
are all optional. Each page contains an explanation of the measure and language that may be
used. Should your community decide to utilize any of these measures, please make sure that any
changes are brought to the attention of NYSDEC so that we may review the final language and
assure that it is compliant with FEMA’s regulations.
For more information about techniques to reduce flood risk in your community, see the
publication “No Adverse Impact: A Toolkit for Common Sense Floodplain Management” by the
Association of State Floodplain Managers (ASFPM). The Toolkit may be viewed at
http://www.floods.org/NoAdverseImpact/NAI_Toolkit_2003.pdf or ordered directly from
ASFPM by calling 608-828-3000. Questions about these materials may be addressed to the NYS
DEC Floodplain Management Section at 518-402-8185 or floodplain@dec.us.gov.

Model Local Law for Flood Damage Prevention
Optional Additional Language
Repetitive Damage.
Explanation: FEMA’s Increased Cost of Compliance (ICC) flood insurance coverage provides
up to $30,000 towards elevating, floodproofing, demolishing or relocating a structure that has
been substantially damaged or repetitively damaged. However, that coverage is only available to
a repetitively damaged structure within a community that has adopted an ICC definition in its
local law. Should your community wish to add a repetitive damage clause, a change must be
made in the “Substantial Damage” definition.
Should you wish to include the definition, an insured structure which has been damaged twice
within a ten year period for which the average damage equals or exceeds 25% of the market
value of the structure would qualify for up to $30,000 towards elevating, floodproofing,
demolishing or relocating the structure. Even without the repetitive damage clause, an insured
structure that has been substantially damaged in a single flood event will qualify for this
Aincreased cost of compliance@ coverage.
Note that the $30,000 in additional insurance coverage is available only up to the total limit of
coverage under the National Flood Insurance Program. That limit is $250,000 for a residential
structure and $500,000 for a non-residential structure. The total insurance claim plus the ICC
claim may not exceed the above limits.
Should you decide to include a repetitive damage clause, the municipality will be responsible for
keeping track of all flood related structural damages. Also, the requirement to bring a
repetitively damaged structure up to the flood code would hold whether or not the property
owner carries a flood insurance policy. This would apply to a building whether or not there has
been a change in ownership of the building. Should you have questions about this requirement,
please contact NYSDEC.
To add the definition, replace the definition on Page 6 of the model local law with the following
language:
Substantial Damage means damage of any origin sustained by a structure whereby the
cost of restoring the structure to its before damaged condition would equal or exceed 50
percent of the market value of the structure before the damage occurred. Substantial
damage also means flood-related damages sustained by a structure on two separate
occasions during a 10-year period for which the cost of repairs at the time of such flood
event, on the average, equals or exceeds 25 percent of the market value of the structure
before the damage occurred.
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Cumulative Substantial Improvement.
Explanation. The NFIP allows improvements valued at up to 50% of the building’s preimprovement value to be permitted without meeting the flood protection requirements. Over the
years, a community may issue a succession of permits for different repairs or improvements to
the same structures. This can greatly increase the overall flood damage potential for the structure
and within a community. The community may wish to define “substantial improvement”
cumulatively so that once a threshold of improvement within a certain length of time is reached,
the structure is considered to be substantially improved and must meet flood protection
requirements.
To add the requirement, replace the definition of “Substantial improvement on Page 6 of the
model law with the following language:
"Substantial improvement" means any reconstruction, rehabilitation, addition, or other
improvement of a structure, the cost of which equals or exceeds 50 percent of the market
value of the structure before the "start of construction" of the improvement. Substantial
improvement also means “cumulative substantial improvement.” The term includes
structures which have incurred "substantial damage", regardless of the actual repair work
performed. The term does not, however, include either:
(1)

any project for improvement of a structure to correct existing violations of state or
local health, sanitary, or safety code specifications which have been identified by the
local code enforcement official and which are the minimum necessary to assure safe
living conditions; or

(2)

any alteration of a "Historic structure", provided that the alteration will not preclude
the structure's continued designation as a "Historic structure".

In addition, there must be a definition for “Cumulative Substantial Improvement” as follows:
“Cumulative Substantial Improvement” means any reconstruction, rehabilitation,
addition, or other improvement of a structure that equals or exceeds 50 percent of the
market value of the structure at the time of the improvement or repair when counted
cumulatively for 10 years.
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Critical Facilities.
Explanation: Certain special hazard or otherwise critical facilities should not be located within a
flood prone area due to the serious danger to life and health and widespread social or economic
dislocation that would result when the facility is subjected to flooding. Such facilities either
have the potential to create significant environmental or health risk, or are needed for community
support services during a disaster.
Requiring protection for critical facilities serves several purposes: it reduces threats to life and
health; it reduces damage to vital public facilities; it reduces pollution of floodwaters by
hazardous materials; and it ensures that the facilities will be operable during most flood
emergencies.
To add the requirement, add a definition of “Critical Facilities” to page 3 of the Model Local
Law as follows:
Critical facilities means:
(1) Structures or facilities that produce, use, or store highly volatile, flammable,
explosive, toxic and/or water-reactive materials;
(2) Hospitals, nursing homes, and housing likely to contain occupants who
may not be sufficiently mobile to avoid death or injury during a flood;
(3) Police stations, fire stations, vehicle and equipment storage facilities, and
emergency operations centers that are needed for flood response activities
before, during, and after a flood; and
(4) Public and private utility facilities that are vital to maintaining or restoring
normal services to flooded areas before, during, and after a flood.
Add a new Section 5.6 as follows:
5.6 Critical Facilities
In order to prevent potential flood damage to certain facilities that would result in
serious danger to life and health, or widespread social or economic dislocation, no
new critical facility shall be located within any Area of Special Flood Hazard, or
within any 500-year flood zone shown as a B zone or a Shaded X zone on the
Community’s Flood Insurance Rate Maps.

